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ERA: To pass or not to pass 
Sehlafly defends current rights status; 
DeCrow says 'man-hating' not the goal 
Phyllis Sehlafly 
By Jamie Plerman 
Staff Reporter 
Before a crowd of about 2,200 persons in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Union last night, Karen DeCrow and Phyllis 
Sehlafly debated the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA). 
DeCrow, former president of the National Organization for 
Women, debated the pro side of the issue. "There is no 
question that the Equal Rights Amendment is needed, is 
demanded and indeed will be part of the Constitution in 
1979," she said. 
The ERA has been ratified by 35 states, including Ohio. 
Three more states must ratify the amendment by March, 
1979, before it can become law. 
Sehlafly, founder and chairman of STOP ERA, debating 
the con side, said if the amendment passes, women will have 
several rights taken away, including the exemption of 
women from the military draft. 
"I didn't hear any big clamor during the Vietnam War for 
women to join the military," Sehlafly said. "ERA 
proponents have been unable to convince the majority of our 
people" to support the ERA. 
DeCrow rebutted by saying that many opponents to the 
amendment think women in favor of the ERA are man- 
haters, adding that "I can think of nothing more man-hating 
than saying my brother can go off to war and my sister has 
the right to stay home." 
On the subject of male-female relationships, Sehlafly said, 
"The women's liberation movement gives women a basically 
negative attitude toward life." consisting of a belief that "life 
is nothing but a bunch of dirty diapers and dirty dishes." 
Sehlafly said one of the defects of the women's movement 
is that it brings "a kind of new narcissism-women seek their 
own goals over every other value," particularly the family. 
Sehlafly said she believed that 50-50 marriages do not 
work, that one partner must dominate. 
DeCrow's rebuttal was, "We are showing men that you, 
too, can be human beings. If we live in a democracy it seems 
to be absolutely ridiculous to pretend that there should be a 
king in the house." 
On abortion, DeCrow said, "No one advocates abortion. 
Women will continue getting abortions for the rest of time. 
The issue is whether abortions will be safe." 
On the recent law passed by Congress that the government 
will not provide financial aid for abortions unless the 
mother's life is at stake, DeCrow said, "Women who are poor 
will have to go back to coat hangers." 
"Do we want to give the individual the right to decide who 
lives and who dies?"Schlafly asked. "I just don't think a 
civilized society can do this and survive." 
Sehlafly charged that "all those opposed to the Equal 
Rights Amendment were excluded" from the International 
Women's Year (IWY) Confersnct held in Houston last 
November. 
'' I would suggest the whole thing was really a charade, a 
media event," Sehlafly said. "It is their ipro-ERAl attitude 
that those of us against the Equal Rights Amendment had no 
right to speak "at the IWY conference." 
Sehlafly added that tin- Pro-Family Rally held in Houston 
at the same time had a larger crowd, all opposing the ERA. 
DeCrow disagreed and said that the conference in Houston 
"showed that women of America, not organized feminists, 
demand equal rights." 
The anti-ERA people "should acknowledge that they are a 
minority," and that they are using "false tactics" in saying 
that they represent the will of the people as they travel across 
the U.S.," DeCrow said. 
Karen DeCrow 
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COPE contributes to evaluation 
of University program priorities 
By Cheryl Geschke 
Staff Reporter 
Program Assessment plays an 
important role in planning higher 
education, and departmental self- 
evaluation is the best way to ap- 
praise programs, M. Albert Dim- 
mitt, chairman of the Committee on 
Program Evaluations (COPE), told 
Academic Council yesterday. 
The main purpose of COPE is to 
improve the processes by which the 
University evaluates activities and 
programs, establishes priorities and 
allocates resources, Dimmitt said. 
The committee forms guidelines for 
departmental self-study and works 
with each to complete reports. 
"Departments are evaluated 
every four or five years and it is our 
unhappy duty to send it (the report) 
back if it is not complete," he said. 
IN EVALUATIONS each 
department must Include a 
description of the program, state the 
quality and quantity of research and 
development, explain services 
provided within and outside the 
university, discuss the quality of 
staff and provide tentative program 
plans. 
The COPE evaluation process 
takes from one to two years to 
complete, Dimmitt said. 
Each department must prepare 
the study to be reviewed by COPE 
and the Dean's Advisory Council. 
The department is allowed to give 
its response before any possible 
changes are made. Additional funds 
are important in tying resource 
needs to evaluations, according to 
Dr. Kenneth W. Rothe, University 
provost    and   Academic   Council 
chairman. 
ROTHE SADJ that $200,000-300,000 
should be allocated to the process 
each year. 
"Then if a department comes to us 
with a good idea, they'll have the 
money to do it," he said. 
Reviewing COPE reports gives 
college deans the opportunity to 
express concerns about certain 
departments so those in question can 
work to alleviate problems. 
"We have found cases where 
graduate programs aren't going as 
planned," Rothe said, although he 
did not specify which departments 
are involved. 
If a department does not improve 
the viability of the program within 
four or five years, it may be 
abolished, Rothe said. 
Bakke case may affect 
non-minority students 
Editors Note: This Is the first story of a 
two-part series dealing with the 
potential long-range effects of the Alan 
Bakke reverse discrimination case. 
By Terry Potosnak 
Staff Reporter 
When the U.S. Supreme Court makes 
its decision in the Allan Bakke reverse 
discrimination case, it may mean 
altering affirmative action admission 
programs at several colleges and 
universities across the country, ac- 
cording to Myron M. Chenault, 
assistant vice-president and director of 
Equal Opportunity Compliance at the 
University. 
"If the Supreme Court decides in 
favor of Bakke, what we probably will 
see is a lot of universities and colleges 
taking another look at their programs," 
Chenault said. "Some of those who 
enacted those (programs) just to ap- 
tutu 
;* 
# 
pease certain people or interest groups 
may, in fact, eliminate them." 
Chenault indicated that the manner 
in which such programs will be altered 
depends on the decision's wording. 
Schools will have to examine their 
programs to ensure that they are in 
compliance with the court's order. 
"IF THE DECISION is very carefully- 
worded so as to apply only to Bakkians, 
it may not destroy these programs,'' 
Chenault said. "On the other hand, if 
they state that programs such as the 
University of California at Davis had 
are unconstitutional, it will destroy 
programs of that nature and probably 
some not of that nature.'' 
The situation at Davis goes deeper 
than the Bakke case, he said, adding 
that the dean of the medical school 
there had his own admissions program 
for wealthy university donors and 
alumni. 
About 10 or 12 students, none of whom 
are minority members, were admitted 
under that program without having the 
same qualifications as those admitted 
under the regular admissions process, 
Chenault said. 
"Here was another system that the 
university set up to bring in its own kind 
of people regardless of what their grade 
point average was." 
BUT CHENAULT, in a News guest 
column last quarter, called such 
preferential treatment "as American 
as peanut butter and Jimmy Carter." 
"The point is, preferential treatment 
is a way of life in college admissions 
programs," Chenault said. "There are 
all types of people who get preference." 
Chenault also expressed concern over 
 
the decreasing number of minority 
applicants to universities and 
professional schools, 
"I think part of that is that a lot of 
minorities really feel that people are 
not sincere anymore about what they 
say they are going to do," he said. "At 
one point the minorities were really 
confident that they were going to get a 
chance to break into professions that 
for the most part have been really white 
in the past." 
IF THE SUPREME Court decision 
results in abolishing affirmative action 
admission programs, Chenault said he 
thinks the number of minority 
professionals will decrease and 
"become a so-called endangered 
species." 
Already there are fewer minority 
doctors now in the southern states than 
there were 10 or 20 years ago, he said. 
However, altering affirmative action 
programs may be one way of ad- 
dressing admissions problems, 
Chenault said. 
"I think that with a little creativity 
we could come up with a method which 
would probably discriminate against a 
certain group of people less than 
something else." 
HE CITED THE example of several 
Ivy league schools that insist they do 
not accept students solely on the basis 
of academic scholarship. 
"What they did is they take a look at 
the whole individual and require him to 
fill out forms, write essays and so forth. 
to page 3 
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Inside the News 
B JAWS DIGESTING a snowbather? Actually, these legs belong 
to freshman Mike Jablonski, who's working on his oversized entry 
In the snow sculpture contest sponsored by the Union Activities 
Newsphotoby Larry Kayser 
Organization.   Jablonski says It isn't the first snow shark he has 
made since the movie became a hit The beast Is beached In front 
of the Union. 
EDITORIALS...Xerart is the latest campus craze. Paulporri ap- 
pears on page 2. 
SPORTS...The Falcons' men's basketball team threw a scare into 
the visiting University of Detroit Titans, but still lost 84-79. Page 8. 
Weather 
Weather 
Cloudy and cold 
High 2SF (-12C) 
Low 10F (-25C) 
20 percent chance of snow 
opinion 'judgment is founded on truth...' 
uao presents era 
and that's a-ok 
The Union Activities Organization (UAO) should be congratulated for 
scheduling last night's debate on the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) 
and for bringing in nationally prominent speakers for both sides of the 
issue. 
Karen DeCrow. who argued In favor of ERA. is past president of the 
National Organization for Women. She was chosen as one of the 50 most 
influential women in the country by newspaper publishers and writers and 
Time magazine listed her as one of the 200 future leaders in America. 
Opposing her was Phyllis Schlafly. founder and national head of 
STOP ERA. Schlafly has a master's degree from Harvard University and 
was named as one of the 10 most influential women in America by U.S. 
News & World Report. 
ERA. if ratified by 38 states, will become a constitutional amendment 
guaranteeing that a person cannot be discriminated against on the basis 
of sex. 
Three states need to ratify the amendment before the March 22. 1979 
deadline. 
UAO and other campus organizations should continue to schedule 
activities relevant to issues to national concern. 
It may be a cold winter, but we shouldn't hibernate in our dens of 
unshakeable beliefs. Get out and see what the other side has to say. 
news slams 
door noise 
It may not be an urgent problem, but it is annoying. 
Students have moved back into a much improved Moseley Hall this 
quarter, but at least one improvement can still be made to the building. 
The doors leading to University Hall, or the pieces of wood used as 
doors, cause loud problems for students and faculty members using the 
classrooms at that end of the floor. 
The doors have no handles and are closed by a spring. If they are flung 
open, they tend to slam shut. The noise created by this often disrupts 
classes. 
The News realized that there are bigger problems to remedy at the 
University, but let's not leave the door open on this one. 
super bowl 
was a super flop 
Super Bowl XII was a super flop. 
CBS experimented with a new starting time by scheduling the game 
for 6 p.m.. but they only prolonged the agony. Viewers had to sit through 
hours ol meaningless pre-game hoopla that nobody cared about. 
During the game, it was difficult to tell if the game was worse than the 
"electric paintings" or visa versa. • 
With mistakes abundant throughout the game, it is possible that too 
much importance is given to one game. * 
paulpourri 
It's easy to duplicate Xerart. 
xerart an original way to copy 
There's a new fad that's hit Bowling 
Green, Xerart. 
Because of the availability of high 
quality copy machines on campus and 
the relative inexpensive cost of using 
them, students have taken to copying 
much more than magazine articles and 
class notes. 
Photostat copying has developed into 
an art, named after the King of 
copying. Xerox. 
The idea is simple: place the most 
unusual objects in unique forms on the 
machine and see who can come up with 
the most artful composition. 
THE MOST CONVENIENT objects 
are contained in the anatomy—hands, 
face, elbows, and arms, and for the 
more ambitious, feet and legs. 
One woman tried to make a com- 
posite of the entire anatomy, but police 
arrested her after only four Copies. 
Some students empty their pockets 
and   wallets   onto   the   machine, 
*N0.MNX GOING TO 
-I'M 
;LLW PARENTS! M G0U& 
OINGToTURNiYOUIMlOJOE 
TO POWCRSEIHAN THAT 
CALIFANO/" 
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it's the write time 
for a letter 
The News welcomes reader 
response to editorial comment as 
well as opinions on topics of student 
interest, in the form of letters to the 
editor and guest columns. 
All correspondence should be 
typewritten and triple-spaced. Only 
those letters and columns signed and 
listing the author's address and 
phone number for verification will 
be accepted. 
Letters to the editor may not 
exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). 
Columns are not to be more than 60 
typed lines. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are deemed in bad taste or 
malicious. No personal attacks or 
namecalllng will be published. If a 
large number of correspondence 
refers to a particular subject, a 
representative sample will be used. 
Correspondence may be sent to: 
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106 
University Hall. 
arranging small objects in sym- 
metrical or appealing patterns. 
Others use transparencies to write a 
message, then place it on the machine 
before putting down another object, to 
produce a double image. 
Students use mirrors, coins, pictures, 
prisms, weeds, small animals, small 
friends, fruit, patterned material and 
alphabet soup in their masterpieces. 
ALTHOUGH THE FAD has in- 
creased greatly the already active use 
of the University library's half dozen 
copy machines, it also has caused some 
problems. 
Three men were arrested for trying 
to pry loose the University seal in the 
Commons area in order to copy it. One 
machine was severely damaged when 
the Kreischer cafeteria Wednesday 
special ate through the glass after it 
was poured on for the sake of the new 
art. 
A group of elementary education 
majors were sternly reprimanded after 
they ripped a blackboard out of the wall 
'The idea is simple: 
Place the most unusual objects in unique forms 
on the machine and see who can come up 
with the most artful composition.' 
in 213 Education, "just to see what a 
copy would look like." 
Finally, campus police uncovered a 
plot by an unnamed fraternity to make 
a composite copy of the mural on the 
west side of the library. Although 
details were not available and 
speculation on whether such a feat 
could be accomplished was abundant, a 
police spokesman said, "We can take 
nothing for granite." 
IN ADDITION, a University Health 
official questioned the safety of ex- 
posing oneself to large numbers of 
exposures. 
"You never know what might 
develop," he said, adding that 
professors in the Biology department 
have begun experiments on rats, ex- 
posing them 2500 times a day. At this 
point, the only UUHg thaVtu* shown Up 
is an identity, crisis in some of the rats. 
Proponents of the new form of art 
expect the fad to spread to other 
colleges. "Now would be a good time to 
take stock in Xerox," one student said, 
"the values will probably duplicate 
themselves in no time." 
Paul Lintern is editorial editor of the 
News. 
long wait 
in patch 
When is it necessary to bring over- 
night accomodations to a restaurant? 
When that restaurant is Bowling 
Green's own Strawberry Patch. If you 
happened to eat there on Sunday,' 
January 15, you probably found that 
your meal was somewhat less than 
satisfactory, as was ours. 
After standing in line for an initial 15 
minutes, waiting to be seated, we 
should have realized that the service 
was less than adequate. Our orders 
were taken promptly, and our 
beverages were served after only a 
short wait. The efficiency ended here. 
After another 45 minutes of waiting, 
we began to notice that people who had 
been seated just prior to us were 
leaving, and the people who were 
seated after us had already received 
their food. We were not the only ones 
who were waiting impatiently. Others 
began to play cards and-or fall into a 
dazed sleep. 
We waved our waiter over to our 
table and asked him what the problem 
was. His explanation was that the cooks 
were new and very slow. It was obvious 
to us that the cooks were slow, but as 
far as we were concerned, there was no 
excuse. Still another 20 minutes 
dragged by and our food still had not 
arrived. 
We called over the head waitress, 
who was very courteous. She was ob- 
viously accustomed to answering 
complaints. After she left, our waiter 
returned to explain that our orders had 
been temporarily lost by the cooks. He 
went on to say that the orders had been 
found, and a rush had been placed on 
them. 
After 10 more minutes, our food 
finally arrived! By that time, the 
Sausage Turnovers, Blueberry Pan- 
cakes, and Polynesian Delight, as 
lukewarm as they were, just didn't 
appeal to us. 
It was ridiculous for us and others to 
have to wait over an hour for pancakes. 
If the Strawberry Patch is not equipped 
to efficiently handle their business (and 
it obviously isn't) it should either: 
A. Regulate the amount of people it 
serves by reservations or other means 
B. Purchase bigger and better 
cooking facilities 
C. Hire more efficient cooks 
D. Close down. 
Still hungry and waiting, 
Alison Basse & Bette Noren 
Ashley fourth floor 
throwaways 
to carter 
The Environmental Interest Group of 
BGSU is an organization devoted to the 
awareness of environmental concerns 
and issues which affect all humans 
daily, especially the citizens of this 
country. At this time and concluding on 
Jan. 20, the "Throwaways to Carter" 
Campaign is being conducted by 
various national groups in order to 
persuade President Carter of the 
urgent need for national deposit 
legislation. 
This legislation would impose a 
deposit of some amount ($.05) on all 
soft drink and beer containers, be they 
bottles or cans, and in no way 
represents a "ban the can" sentiment 
Rather, this is a practical means to 
reduce litter in this country while at the 
same time stimulate employment 
through the recycling mechanisms and 
the bottle distribution channels. 
The procedure calls for the covering 
of all openings of the can with masking 
tape and the fixation of your return 
address, $.24 postage, and the words, 
President Carter; The White House; 
Washington D.C. 20500 somewhere on 
the label. This can be done with or- 
dinary notebook paper and 10 minutes 
of your time. 
Evidence of a national litter problem 
can be seen almost anyplace that is 
accessible to automobiles and 
pedestrians, and the use of throwaways 
is increasing. Last year Americans 
used 70 billion throwaway containers, 
the production of which represents as 
much energy as it takes to burn a 100- 
watt light bulb for almost 14 trillion 
hours! For the sake of a higher stan- 
dard of living must we sacrifice the 
quality of our lives? 
Hey, people, the future exists par- 
tially in the present in that "we invent 
the future that we want to face." 
(Robert Welch) If you are tired of in- 
considerate and non-thinking human 
beings covering our land with trash, 
then we way take action now to hit them' 
in their pocketbooks where you know 
they'll feel it. 
Chris Mikoy and Mark Stone 
The Environmental Interest Group 
124 Hayes 
please clear 
snow, ice 
Does it take an injury to a student or 
staff member of the University to 
motivate the University to perform 
what seems to be an obvious respon- 
sibility: cleaning snow and ice from 
frequently used sidewalks and steps. 
A number of residents have found it 
hazardous merely to walk from 
Rodgers over to Commons cafeteria. 
Monday evening one of these 
residents slipped and fell; hitting his 
head on the ice, which has been left to 
accumulate along with slushy snow all 
around the dorm. We haven't observed 
a snow plough or sweeper in the vicinity 
of Rodgers for approximately one 
week. Earlier in the week several other 
residents also slipped and fell. The 
possibilities of injury increase daily. 
Granted, when temperatures are low 
(below freezing) salting icy patches 
will not be effective, but when the 
melting of ice and the removal of snow 
is possible, as was Monday, there 
seems to be little excuse for en- 
dangering the health and safety of the 
campus community because of the 
negligence or indifference of the 
University. 
In general, the sidewalks and access 
roads across the University were, and 
have been, in poor condition all of last 
week and over the weekend. It doesn't 
seem to be much to ask the University 
for sidewalks that are clear enough to 
walk in relative safety. 
Ed Peters, Terry WarchoL Randy 
Cevera, Russ Tokar, Jim Welsh, Dave 
Lewandowski, Mark Walker, and 
Robert   Hillshafer,   Rodgers  ground 
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Love can cause tribulations in trials 
A mistrial has been declared in a robbery case because a juror's husband kept trying to 
see his sequestered wife, in Pasco, Wash. 
Jurors were locked into a motel last Thursday to deliberate robbery charges against 
Sidney Orange. Police were ordered to protect the jury over the weekend. 
Bailiff Bob Gore said Monday that the husband of one juror repeatedly tried to see his wife 
and "somehow got into the motel." 
The sequestered wife refused to talk to her spouse, although the determined man showed 
up with his brother, who was later arrested on charges of carrying a concealed weapon 
without a permit, Gore said. 
The bailiff said the husband told him that he and his wife were having marital problems 
and he needed to talk with her. 
The woman juror and her husband were not identified. 
Detectives continue search 
for Cleveland bus gunmen 
Passengers who were held at gunpoint 
for 30 minutes in a terror-filled ride aboard 
a Cleveland Rapid Transit Authority bus 
were questioned by homicide detectives 
yesterday about the mass-robbery that left 
one rider dead. 
Cleveland police said two gunmen forced 
the driver to abandon the scheduled route 
Tuesday night and drive at their direction 
around the city's east side as they robbed 
the 20 passengers. 
A middle-aged Cleveland man was 
picked up enroute, and was apparently 
resisting the robbers demands, an RTA 
spokeswoman said. 
Dr. Lester Adelson, Cuyahoga County 
deputy coroner, identified the victim as 
Stanley Czohar, 57. 
"I heard a man arguing with the rob- 
bers," said Alphonse Pollard, 21, one of the 
passengers. "I was scared. Those dudes 
had everybody scared. 
"Then the robber with the revolver 
began firing at that man. He fired about 
four shots. I thought the man was trying to 
break out the window when he was shot," 
Pollard told a reporter. 
Police said one of the men was carrying 
a sawed off shotgun and that his com- 
panion had a .357-caliber Magnum pistol 
when they boarded the No. SO bus at East 
116th Street and Kinsman Road. 
The gunmen took cash, jewels and even 
coats from passengers, and ordered riders 
to remove their shoes so they could not be 
followed when they fled through the slush 
at East 55th Street and Woodland Avenue. 
Passengers said the gunmen appeared 
to be in their late 20s or early 30s and wore 
leather jackets. 
School prayer advocate 
will wait for bill passage 
A Massachusetts mother of three says 
she won't go home until Ohio legislators 
approve a bill that calls for daily prayer or 
meditation in public schools. 
Rita Warren, 49, of Brockton, Mass. and 
five others pleaded innocent yesterday to 
criminal trespassing and disorderly 
conduct charges after they were arrested 
for refusing to leave the Ohio Senate 
chambers Tuesday night. 
Mrs. Warren, who calls herself a 
"prayer crusader," is the president of the 
Massachusetts-based Christian Civil 
Liberties Union. 
She and her supporters were back at the 
Statehouse after their hearing yesterday, 
demanding an apology from Gov. James. 
A. Rhodes because they claimed they 
received rough treatment from Ohio High- 
way Patrolmen who arrested them. 
Thomas Moyer, Rhodes' administrative 
aide, said the governor refused to see Mrs. 
Warren because of Tuesday's Senate 
disruption. 
"He (Rhodes) supports the bill and has 
said he will sign it," Moyer said. "The 
governor feels this is an issue that doesn't 
need that kind of activity." 
On Tuesday, Mrs. Warren shouted at 
Sen. M. Morris Jackson, D-Cleveland, 
during a Senate session, because she said 
he was pigeonholing the bill. 
Highway Patrol Capt. J.F. Devoll said 
the protesters were offered the options of 
spending Tuesday night in the basement of 
nearby St. Joseph Cathedral or in the 
Statehouse retunda. Devoll said they 
refused to move from the Senate cham- 
bers. 
Educators stress nutrition 
for young readers 
Nutrition is a major factor in teaching 
children to read, says a University of 
Akron University educator. 
"The first thing I say to parents when 
they bring me a child with an extremely 
difficult reading disability is to take him 
off sugar," said Dr. Joan Charlton-Seifert, 
associate professor of education. 
"Parents should give their children a 
protein breakfast such as some kind of 
meat and eggs, or any other high protein 
foods. Many children get up and eat by 
themselves. They'll eat cookies, sugared 
cereals, candy bars and whatever happens 
to be around." 
Seifert said high intakes of white sugar 
are linked to hyperactivKy, juvenile 
delinquency and learning disabilities. 
She also recommended children have 
annual physical examinations to detect 
reading disabilities. Brain dysfunction 
can be caused by injury at birth or trauma 
in childhood. Some children suffer from 
the   Inability  to  deal   with   symbolic 
language, either mathematical or reading. 
Dr. Bernard L. Esporite, head of the 
university Department of Elementary 
Education, said parents play a major role 
in developing their children's reading 
habits. 
"The success a child will have in the 
reading area is greatly dependent upon his 
attitude. And they get that attitude at 
home because parents establish that at- 
titude long before we ever get them at 
school age five." 
He said parents can achieve that goal by 
reading to their children while they are 
babies. He said children have to see their 
parents read. 
"We are a television-oriented society, 
I'm afraid, but it's important that children 
see their parents reading newspapers, 
reading magazines, reading a good book, 
so it becomes ingrained in their philosophy 
that reading is a thing people do," 
Esporite said. 
Unemployed to turning 
cold snow into cold cash 
Weather woes turned to winter work for 
nearly 100 unemployed persons in 
Columbus yesterday to help dig the city 
out from a one-foot snowfall. 
Those hired for the snow removal job are 
paid $3.50 an hour for eight hours a day 
with federal Comprehensive Employment 
Training Act funds. Regular crews have 
been working 12-hour shifts. 
Four-fifths of the city's 1,500 streets 
haven't seen a snowplow following this 
week's storm. 
The first crews of CETA workers hit the 
streets about noon after many stood in a 
block-long line since 6 a.m. to apply for one 
of the 200 openings. 
"It keeps the people out of trouble," said 
James Richards, 22, one of the new snow 
removal workers. "It keeps the city happy 
and keeps us happy." 
State Sen. Harry Meshel, D- 
Youngstown, agreed that the city needs to 
be cleaned up. 
"On a score of one to 10, Columbus ranks 
minus three" in its snow removal efforts, 
said Meshel, the senate majority whip. 
"Columbus has 18 pieces of snow 
removal equipment but because of lack of 
money and equipment crews plow only 375 
miles of streets, explained Joseph Kindler, 
who heads the city's street maintenance 
division. 
By comparison, Dayton has 69 snow 
removers, Akron has 43, Toledo uses 35 
and there are 49 in Cincinnati. 
The CETA workers will be kept 
shoveling for up to five weeks if necessary, 
according to Odella T. Welch, city com- 
munity services director. 
She hopes to hire 200 and had reached 
about half that goal by midday. 
They must be welfare recipients or have 
been unemployed for at least 15 weeks, 
community services officials said. 
Winter can put more than 
physical burden on some 
Some befuddled Cincinnati residents - 
unused to the impact of foot-deep snow - 
are privately going slightly crazy in their 
homes. 
Their cars sit untouched in unplowed 
parking lots and their walks are unswept 
and forbidding as the result of a storm 
which brought more than a foot of snow to 
the Cincinnati area. 
The snow has led some normally mobile 
city residents to begin feeling a form of 
ice-olation, in a manner of speaking, ac- 
cording to Dr. Walter Smitson, the director 
of the Central Psychiatric Clinic. 
Smitson said a paralyzing snowfall 
tends to isolate people who have learned to 
be comfortable on the city's crowded 
streets. 
"They can't get to work, keep ap- 
pointments, or get the car out of the 
driveway." explained Smitson, who has a 
doctoral degree in psychiatric social work 
"They get anxious and frustrated." 
Americans are used to a high degree of 
mobility, he said. A person's inability to 
move in snowy weather compounds "our 
already low tolerance of things - ap- 
pliances, autos, our bodies - that don't 
work properly," he said. 
"Involuntary confinement is something 
our society doesn't tolerate well," Smitson 
said. "We place a great deal of emphasis 
on personal freedom. This kind of weather 
restricts freedom, thus it increases 
anxiety and frustration." 
While the snow could not have as intense 
a psychological effect on area residents as 
did the subzero weather last winter, only a 
few persons view the current weather 
conditions pleasantly, Smitson said. 
Rec center board to be chosen; 
students to be charged equally 
By Jamie Plennan 
Staff Reporter 
"I know that every student 
who uses that facility will 
pay-no favors-Ben McGuire 
pays, President Moore 
pays." 
Newly hired Student 
Recreation Center director 
Ben McGuire was referring 
to the rec center and who will 
be charged fees to use the 
facility when it opens 
sometime next fall quarter. 
He spoke at Student 
Government Association's 
(SGA) meeting Tuesday 
night. 
McGuire said each student 
will be charged the same fee. 
Students using the center 
every day will not be 
charged more than those 
who never use it. 
SGA IS responsible for 
choosing seven un- 
dergraduate students to 
serve on the rec center 
council, which will decide 
policy, rules and regulations 
for the center. Tuesday 
night, SGA voted to select a 
screening committee con- 
sisting of two SGA members 
and one member each from 
the Black Student Union, 
Interfraternity Council, 
Panhellenic Council, the 
Commuter Center and the 
Residence Life Association. 
Graduate Student Senate 
will choose three graduate 
students and Faculty Senate 
will pick one faculty member 
and one staff member to 
serve on the rec center 
council. 
McGuire cautioned SGA to 
select members who "can 
make rational decisions and 
that don't have biases," 
adding     that     physical 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
Send lor vo«' uplodaie. 160- 
page, m#l order dialog fncloie 
$1 OO to cover POM tor and 
handling 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC 
1132? IDAHO AVE   »  206 
LOS ANGELES. CAlir  90026 
12131 477 8474 
Our reiearct* papert are lo'd lor 
re*earr;h purpoiei onl. 
education majors and 
students involved in in- 
tercollege athletics may 
have some biases as to which 
students should have priority 
in using the center and 
should be excluded from the 
council. 
The council will decide 
fees to be charged to faculty, 
staff, spouses, children and 
the community, McGuire 
said. It also will decide when 
to schedule recreational and 
Etakke 
lobiwavm Hi.. 
Cnmdrl hui 
Maybe we'll 
cure cancer 
without 
your help, 
but don't bet 
your life 
on it. 
Tin waj ii stands toda) 
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Thai means il will si like 
some member m two oul or 
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won't have     unless you 
help us 
The American Cancer 
Society will never give up 
I he fight Maybe we'll lind 
the answers even without 
your help. But don't bet 
vour life on it. 
physical    education    class 
time. 
MCGUIRE SAID he wants 
to add lawn chairs, a 
skylight and indoor-outdoor 
carpeting to the area around 
the 50-foot swimming pool 
and keep the Olympic-sized 
pool for serious swimmers. 
He also said the center will 
offer a pro shop to sell 
sporting goods. 
McGuire   stressed   the 
importance of the council in 
determining the center's 
policies, adding that he does 
not think the University 
administration will veto any 
of the council's decisions, if 
it abides by University 
regulations. 
"If you say we're going to 
have kite flying from the 
roof, we're going to have kite 
flying from the roof," 
McGuire said. 
WHEN THE $9.1 million 
center opens, general fees 
will be Increased by$25-130. 
McGuire predicted the In- 
crease will begin fall 
quarter. 
Seldon L. Carsey, director 
of environmental safety and 
health, appealed to SGA to 
warn students not to temper 
with fire alarms in dor- 
mitories and University 
buildings. He also asked 
senators to caution their 
constituents not to ignore fire 
alarms. 
from page I 
They (the admission staff) decide 
whether that person would make a good 
doctor or a good lawyer," Chenault 
said. 
The law school at Temple University 
in Philadelphia also chooses the 
"brightest rather than the best" 
potential lawyers, according to an 
article in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education. 
"Instead of setting up a racially 
exclusive or quota admissions 
program, the school takes into account 
such characteristics as economic 
deprivation and leadership qualities 
that could influence a person's ability to 
become a good lawyer," the article 
said. 
Chenualt said he is not sure if a 
subjective admissions program such as 
the one at Temple would work in all 
cases. Most schools use grades and 
standardized test scores to determine 
Read     Paulpourri 
eligibility because it is an objective 
method, he said. 
But whatever the standards, 
Chenault said he believes there should 
be a "proper mix" of persons in all 
professions. Any profession dominated 
by a particular class will have some 
problems, he explained. 
"I just think we ought to take a look at 
all of our programs and try to identify 
the best way we can to be sure we get 
the best types of people." 
NEWSLETTERS 
American 
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Society i 
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'Luv' opens tonight with tears, laughter 
Preview By 
Jim Flick 
"I.uv," this weekend's Second Season theater production, is 
a comedy about love and how it makes everyone involved 
miserable. Or is it misery that persons love? 
Snappy dialog and slapstick humor paint a picture of three 
neurotic persons constantly playing "Can You Top This?" 
with their personal tragedies. 
The cast, however, agrees that all characters remind them 
of persons they know. 
I'M SURROUNDED by people that remind me of my 
character,'' junior Randy Haberkamp, a newcomer to 
University stage, said. He plays Harry Berlin, a zany bum 
with a college degree. 
"He just wants sympathy," Haberkamp explained. 
City resident Cindy Lammel said every woman can 
identify with her character. Ellen Manville, the wife who is 
swapped back and forth. 
"She wants romance to take over her life, but it can't," she 
said. 
Milton Manville is played by junior David Edler, who said 
his character acts as he does because of what he thinks love 
is, but this image never brings him happiness; only misery. 
THE PLAY also marks the directoral debut of I.inda 
Koenig, a graduate assistant in theater. 
'It can't be taken too seriously," she said. "The charac- 
ters have to be human but they also have to be zany.'' 
Haberkamp said he used friends as models for his 
character to make him believable. 
The play shows how the charcters are the same, despite 
having different concepts of love, he said. 
JANUARY 
We've just returned from 
the winter Consumer 
Electronics Show with 
super deals on some of 
the best audio equipment 
these new shipments, 
we're moving our current 
inventory at low, low 
prices. Remember, quan- 
tities are limited on many 
made. So to get room for      sale items. 
CLEARANCE 
Don't forget to check our low demo clearance prices. 
■SHERWOOD- 
VT^"77"***** 
SHERWOOD S 7125A 
Sherwood's Certified Performance 
guarantees your amplifier and FM 
performance. 
199 95 
harman/kardon- 
•   «.   «. 
HARMAN/KARDON 2M)E 
New from Harmon/Kardon! Wide- 
band sound available at a new 
low price. 
rWA  BRISTOL- 
129 95 
Indash FM-cassette features FM 
push buttons, auto stop, locking 
fast forward. 
159 95 
PIONEER—i 
PIONEER PL 112D 
Pioneer's basic belt drive manual. 
Comes complete with base and 
dust cover. $67 00 
Technics 
by Panasonic 
TFCHNICS SI 2 1 
Features auto return, strobe, pitch 
(ontrol. Comes < omplete with 
Audio-1 ethnic a  Sf-H(X) cartridge. 
129 95 
r SANYO- 
SANYO TPf>26 
A best buy automatic belt-drive 
that out performs anything in its 
price range. 
$79 95 
rmaxBll 
MAXELL FREE FOR FHREE 
Get three outstanding Maxell 
UDC90 cassettes plus a free 
storage case. 
145 
rTechnics- 
by Panasonic 
-41 
TECHNICS RS62S US 
Features peak check meters, input 
and output level controls, Dolby 
noise reduction. 
199 95 
£    ■_7'l m 
tour Choicel 
IBL L.M> INFINITY 1000 
Choose between two outstanding 
three way speakers from two of 
the top speaker manufacturers. 
149 00 
PIONEER 
PIONEER ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA 
>OOf>/ 
PIONEER KP S00 
Pioneer's under-dash supertuner 
cassette! FM specs compare to 
home units. 
139 00 
YC^OAXCAA' 
CARRARDGT10 
Carrard's basic belt-drive changer. 
Comes complete with base, cover, 
and Crado FCR+ cartridge. 
,95 
AIWA 
AIWA AD 1250 
Our best performing low-priced 
cassette deck at our lowest price 
ever $219 00 
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR: 
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BEYER 
B.I.C. 
BOSE 
BRISTOL 
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IENSEN 
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KLH 
KOSS 
LINN SONDEK 
MARANTZ 
MAXELL 
MclNTOSH 
MICRO-SEIKI 
NAKAMICHI 
PHILIPS 
U.S. PIONEER 
PIONEER CAR 
REVOX 
RC DYNAMICS 
SANYO 
SHMEGG 
SHEFFIELD 
SHERWOOD 
SHURE 
SIGNET 
SONUS 
SONY TV 
STAX 
ST ANTON 
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 
SONY SUPERSCOPE 
C p     SONY OF AMERICA 
AUDIO TECHNICA 
GRADO SIGNATURE 
HARMAN-KARDON 
LEVINSON RECORDS 
MICRO-ACOUSTICS 
STEREOTECH 
SUMIKO 
SUPERSCOPE 
SUPEX 
SYNERGISTICS 
TDK 
TECHNICS 
YAMAHA 
| COMPLETE SERVICE 
DEPARTMENT ffil   ■ GUARANTEED PRICE POLICY 
sound Associates 
248 SOUTH MAIN ST. — BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 352-3595 
"ALSO SHOP OUR TWO OTHER GREAT LOCATIONS" 
5206 MONROE ST. 400 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
TOLEDO, OHIO FINDLAY, OHIO 
885-3547 424-1191 
OPEN: Mondoy • Fridoy Noon to 9 pm — Soturdoy 10 am to 5:30 pm 
"They all enjoy their misery," he said. "They try to top 
each other with it and they don't really see each other. It 
needs laughter and an audience." 
The cast agreed that it is so immersed in the play that it 
needs an audience to indicate where the story is funny. 
It is a comedy, but a serious theme and sometimes near- 
suicidal tone appear just below the surface. 
"Luv" opens at 8 p.m. today in Joe E. Brown Theatre and 
runs through Saturday. 
Come to laugh, but bring a handkerchief. 
BEER 
BLAST 
TONITE 
COMMONS 
8 to 12 
v
 J^*<5to 
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At Pagliai's choose from 1/3 loaf or full loaf 
subs ..hot or cold. 
A Pagliai's sub is a great way to serve your 
guests...or yourself! Be creative and combine the 
ingredients you like when you order Remem- 
ber...sub a dub a doo . all our subs for you...at 
Pagliai's. 
Montagu 
Italian sausage, cheese, pizza sauce, onion...or any 
combination of ingredients. _ .      ... -. 
full loaf $6.25 
Roast Beef 
Options: horseradish, onion, cheese, pizzo sauce or 
any combination of ingredients. 
1/3 loaf $2.00 
full loaf $5.50 
Regular Sub 
1/3 loaf $2.00 
full loaf $5.50 
Ingredients: 
onion,    horseradish,    lettuce. Cheese,   pizza sauce, 
pickles, tomatoes. 
Choice of Dressings: , 
Mayo, mustard, Italian dressing, pizza sauce, thousand 
island dressing. 
Ask about our Vegetarian Sub 
Free delivery 
Ph. 352-7571 
•PIZZA«SUBS«SPAGHETTI«LASAGNA"SAIADS 
toglial's 
945 S. Main 
Bowling Gr*«n 
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New electronic warning device 
to be installed at University 
This isn't Bowling Green's answer to a tidal wave. It's a camouflaged snowplow threatening to 
bury this unidentified student beneath a mound of that cold white stuff if he doesn't moveout of its 
way. We hope no one had to dig him out 
Hall assignments to specify rooms 
ByKathyKruse 
Staff Reporter 
This is a test 
It is a humid April af- 
ternoon. Temperatures have 
soared to record-splitting 
highs for the last week. 
A funnel cloud reportedly 
has been sighted about 65 
miles west of the city and is 
traveling at 40 to 45 miles an 
hour. 
WHILE THE city's four 
emergency warning sirens 
periodically begin their 
shrill whine, University 
Police patrol the campus, 
asking persons to take cover. 
Are segments of the 
University population apt to 
miss the commotion? 
Probably, according to 
Seldon L. Carsey, director of 
environmental safety and 
health. 
But because the Board of 
Trustees recently approved 
the purchase of another 
electronic warning device, 
Carsey said he thinks per- 
sons at the University will be 
informed if there is a future 
disaster. 
AFTER ITS expected 
August installation, the siren 
will be audible at eastern 
areas of the campus not 
presently covered by the 
siren on Clough Street, 
between Manville Avenue 
and South College Drive, 
Carsey said. 
"There are effective 
ranges for these sirens," he 
explained. "Factors such as 
wind direction, interfering 
noises and the presence of 
buildings affects the range 
so that someone might be 
within the range of a siren, 
but he won't hear it" 
Carsey said that when the 
Clough Street siren was 
installed in 1977 as part of the 
Wood County Disaster 
Services warning system, 
program directors thought 
its decibel range would be 
sufficient. 
"The maximum amount of 
sirens which could be pur- 
chased at the time were 
purchased,"   Carsey   said, 
"but after the system was 
finished, when we (the city) 
tested it, we (the University) 
got some negative response 
from Kreischer and Har- 
shman(Quads), for example." 
CARSEY SAID that he 
thinks the Clough Street 
siren probably could reach 
the entire campus only if 
conditions were "just right," 
and that Wood County 
Disaster Services 
representatives recom- 
mended the additional 
warning device. 
"We (University ad- 
ministration) just think it's 
best to follow their recom- 
mendation," Carsey said. 
Financed by $5,010 from 
the University and matching 
funds from a federal grant, 
the siren probably will be 
located behind the Health 
Center, Carsey said. 
"I should point out that 
even though we will have 
these warning devices, there 
will be conditions under 
which people won't hear 
them." Carsey said. "I don't 
By Mary Dannemiller 
A proposal that room numbers be included on residence 
hall assignment cards prior to the beginning of the school 
year has been accepted by the Housing and Residence Life 
Offices. 
The proposal was made by the Residence Life Association 
(RI.A) ad hoc committee on housing. It will be initiated this 
fall and continue thereafter. 
In response to student requests, RLA formed an ad hoc 
panel at the beginning of last fall quarter. A survey of 
campus residents and resident advisers (RAs I revealed that 
there was dissatisfaction with the way student living 
assignments were distributed. 
THE COMMITTEE contacted 13 different Midwestern 
universities with about the same number of on-campus 
residents to investigate alternative methods. 
Rush 
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The nine-member panel then approached Robert G. Rudd, 
director of housing, and Barbara Y. Keller, director of 
Residence Life Area I, with the idea. 
"The only concern I had was receiving cooperation from 
the hall directors, because it will be up to them to make the 
room assignments," Rudd said. 
By the former method, students were notified of the 
residence hall to which they had been assigned, but not of the 
specific room. Hall directors, who arrive about two weeks 
before students, were not required to assign rooms before 
mailing the residence hall cards. 
Under the new measure, students will receive their mailing 
addresses before their arrival on campus. This also will 
enable students to complete requests for toll billing numbers 
from General Telephone Electric of Ohio (GTF.i in early 
September so the service is available soon after the students' 
arrival. 
Ad hoc committe chairman RickA.Haught said he was 
pleased with the panel's accomplishments. 
"I think this is an important step forward for the entire 
Residence Life Association," he said. "It shows that we are 
an active, functioning organization with the incentive to 
improve conditions for campus residents." 
Rec center may be delayed 
stormy weather conditions and a delay at 
the onset on construction because of extra 
rock at the excavation site. 
The project is six weeks behind schedule 
according to the contractor's plan, Engler 
said. It may be possible to make up lost 
time if there is an early spring, he added. 
The Student Recreation Center, 
scheduled to open next fall, may not be 
completed on time because of unan- 
ticipated excavation and weather con- 
ditions, according to University Architect 
Roland Y. Engler. 
The rec center's contractor two weeks 
ago said it is "unlikely that the building 
would be 100 percent completed" by fall, 
Engler said, although the aquatic area, 
including both swimming pools, should be 
finished on schedule, barring unforeseen 
difficulties such as a strike or continued 
bad weather. 
If a union strike occurs, it could prevent 
delivery of materials necessary to com- 
plete the structure, he said. 
"Many things can affect a schedule," 
Engler  said,   referring  to  December's 
The contractor, under pressure by 
Engler to give specifics as to when the 
building will be completed, told the ar- 
chitect he will be better able to tell by Feb. 
1, after seeing how weather will affect 
progress. 
A job meeting with the contractor to 
discuss the delay was planned for Jan. 17 
but was canceled because of hazardous 
weather, Engler said. The meeting is 
rescheduled for Jan. 25. 
think we  can do anything 
about that, really." 
RALPH G. Brandeberry, 
director of Wood County 
Disaster Services, was more 
optimistic in estimating the 
warning system's ef- 
fectiveness. 
"We're sure that with the 
five sirens we'll be able to 
cover the evtre immediate 
area (of the city)," Bran- 
deberry said. "On days 
when the wind is down you 
can hear them eight to ten 
milesaway." 
Brandeberry said that 
although the sirens have 
been available for many 
years, they were difficult to 
obtain. 
"Once we got ahold of the 
existing 16 sirens (for towns 
throughout Wood County) 
other towns were in- 
terested," he said. "Right 
now we have 80 to 85 percent 
coverage throughout the 
county. Hopefully, this in- 
terest in the program will 
continue." 
BRANDEBERRY said 
that the city will provide 
maintenance for the 
University's sirens, adding 
that he thinks the city should 
move the Clough Street siren 
to a location on Lehman 
Avenue. 
"A reinstallation on Leh- 
man would be more 
beneficial to everyone in the 
area," he said. 
Raul Ascunce, Bran- 
deberry's assistant, reported 
that installation of the 
warning system's first 16 
sirens was completed in 
June, 1977. 
Since that time, four 
tornado-related incidents 
have involved activation of 
at least one siren, Ascunce 
said. 
ABORTION 
$150.00 
TOLL   FREE 
9   a.m.-10   p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
Orientation 
Leader 
SIGN-UP! 
Sign-Up Jan. 9-20th at 405 
Student Services. 
Interviews: Jan. 22-25 
U.A.O. presents 
GARY WRIGHT 
"The Dreamweaver" 
with special guest star "STARCASTLE" 
Monday, Jan 23 
in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union 
Tickets on sale in the Union Ticket Office. 
All tickets 5.50 General Admission 
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Local Briefs 
Open gym 
Beginning Monday, the South Gym and Anderson Arena 
will be open until 1 a.m. (or open activities. However, both 
gyms will continue to close at 11 p.m. on Fridays and 
Saturdays and 10 p. m. on Sundays. 
Bloodmobile 
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on campus Jan. 31, 
Feb. 1 and 2. Appointments for donations can be made 
Jan. 30 by calling 372-2775. 
Organizations wishing to volunteer their services can 
call Brion McC.lothan at 372-6622. 
Rec workshop 
A workshop entitled "Recreation - Perspectives and 
Trends in the Field" will be held 11 a.m. -5 p.m. Saturday 
at Wintergarden Ixxlge, Wintergarden Road. 
Topics to be discussed include recreation program- 
ming, outdoor education, industrial recreation and 
theraputic recreation. 
The workshop is free and open to the public. 
Foreign teaching 
Persons interested in teaching in Caribbean, Central 
and South American schools should write to Dr. Nicholas 
J. Vigilante, International Placement Bureau, School of 
Education, Florida International University, Tamiami 
Trail, Miami, Fla. 33199. 
litters should explain area of interest and include a 
resume and an indication of the preferred country or 
geographic area. 
Title changed 
The Northwest Ohio-Great 1-akes Research Center has 
changed its title to the Center for Archival Collections. 
Office hours remain 8:30 a.m. - 12 p.m. and 1-4 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. The offices are on the fifth floor 
of the library, 372-2411. 
Dietetic award 
Persons enrolled in dietetics at the undergraduate, in- 
ternship, traineeship or graduate levels are eligible to 
apply for the Vivian M. Roberts Award, a $500 award to be 
administered annually by the American Dietetic Foun- 
dation. 
Applicant! must furnish the following information: 
-a letter of application; 
-a complete resume including all activities; 
-employment background, if any; 
-one letter of recommendation to include name of 
school, activities, leadership potential, initiative, 
resourcefulness and creativity; and 
-two letters of recommendation from knowledgeable 
persons concerning the applicant's scholastic 
qualifications. 
The information should be sent to Marilyn Baker, R.D.. 
Dietetic Internship Director, Miami Valley Hospital, One 
Wyoming St.. Dayton. Ohio 45409. 
Application deadline is Feb. 15. 
For further information contact Dorothy W.L. Chau at 
372-2781. 
Poet to speak 
Robert Fox. poet and writer will read from his works 
at 7:30 p.m.  today in 111 South Hall. 
At 1 p.m. Fox. who is poet-in-residence for the Ohio Arts 
Council, will discuss Ohio's Artists-in-the-Schools 
program. 
Both events are sponsored by the University's Creative 
Writing Program and are free and open to the public. 
Talent search '78 
The East Windsor Regional School District, Highstown, 
N.J. has notified the Career Planning and Placement 
Office that it would like to interview graduating seniors 
during a program called "Talent Search '78" March 29. 
University students interested in the program should 
notify the placement office by Feb. 15. 
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ACROSS 
1 Market 
5 Gentle 
9" Trek" 
13 Decline 
14 Decoy 
15 Cathedrals of 
Italy 
16 Not that good 
i 18 Ready for action: 
Colloq. 
19 Pray: Lat. 
20 Ovine animals 
21 Go limb: 
Phrase 
22 Early Quaker 
family 
24 Dance 
26 Important crop 
28 Diablerie 
32 Diamondback 
35 Book of the Bible: 
Abbr. 
36 Olympics 
contestant 
37 Windpipe 
39 Sault Marie 
40 3-D picture 
42 Leech 
44 Poetic 
contraction 
45 State of NW 
Mexico 
47 Valley of Greek 
myth 
50 Measuring, in 
away 
53 PartofQ.E.F. 
55 Western alliance 
for short 
56 Ooze 
57 Musical offerings 
59 Matrimony and 
others 
60 Reviae 
61 Rosetta's river 
62 Functions 
63 PartofYMCA 
64 Vinegar: Prefix 
DOWN 
1 Pounce 
2 Port of France 
3 "Love ..." 
4 For each 
5 Salad 
6 External 
7 Revive 
8 Theo's cousin 
9 Florida look 
10 African term for 
young animal 
11 "I  
American" 
12 River bank: Lat. 
15 Spy thriller 
figures 
17 The "jet set," 
for example 
21 Greek letter 
Var. 
23 Like some banks: 
Abbr. 
25 Grape conserve 
27 Knife, fork and 
spoon 
29 Relative of 
chromatic 
30 Percolate 
31 Jehan, for 
example 
32 Rough file 
33 " girl!" 
34 Look after 
38 Canadian Indian 
41 Goes over again 
43 Digressions 
46 •Mrs. Goes 
to Paris" 
48 Aquila 
49 Piece of property 
50 Llama country 
51 Main line of 
motion 
52 Cunning 
54 Stenographer's 
abbr. 
57 Shade of green 
58 "All summer's 
day" 
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Ohio Amish families move west;        CailipUS Calendar 
enjoy life in more spacious area 
PAWNEE CITY, Neb. 
(AP) - Two Amish families, 
who moved west from Ohio 
this winter, now call Pawnee 
County home. 
It's been five weeks since 
th« Urat family made its way 
from Apple Creek, Ohio to 
Pawnee County. 
Levi Troyer, 36, his wife, 
Sarah, 34, and their seven 
children recently bought the 
Lawrence Bethel farm 3.5 
miles east of Pawnee City. 
A SECOND AMISH family, 
the Atlee Millers, moved to 
its new home the first week 
in January. The Millers and 
their 10 children moved to 
the former Butler farm 
northeast of Pawnee City. 
Troyer   said one of  the 
reasons they left Ohio was 
the crowded conditions 
there. 
He explained that they had 
lived near the crossroads of 
four sections and in those 
four sections of farm ground 
lived 80 families. 
SUNDAY    WORSHIP 
services are held in the 
Troyer home and led by the 
men. Troyer said he hopes 
they can get a minister. 
In Ohio, the Troyers raised 
hogs, dairy cows and 
chickens, but they brought 
only one cow, the driving 
horse, which is a standard- 
bred race horse, and two 
Percheron work horses. 
Troyer is buying some 
cattle and would like to have 
hogs in the future.  He feels 
the 80 acres he bought here is 
enough to work this year 
with the two horses. 
The family plans to start 
its own school. 
"NOT THAT public 
schools aren't good enough, 
but we want to teach Ger- 
man," Troyer said, and the 
Amish do not want to teach 
the theory of evolution. 
Sooner or later, all the 
Troyer children, ranging in 
age from 10 months to 10 
years, will be enrolled in the 
school. 
All those old enough to talk 
are bilingual, with one 
language described as 
"mixed German, Penn- 
sylvania Dutch and some 
English words." 
The   family   displays   a 
large   measure   of  good 
naturedness and humor. 
TROYER SAID, "We pay 
taxes, like everybody else." 
In addition, the families 
finance their own schools. 
There is gas for cooking, 
and like many Nebraska 
families, they are equipped 
to heat with both gas and 
wood. 
They use horse-power to 
pull a buggy, the family 
transportation, and use 
horses for farming. The 
women and girls wear a 
bonnet-type head covering, 
but they do not dress entirely 
in black. And they do not 
want their pictures taken. 
Troyer said he is happy to 
see pheasants here, as he 
likes to hunt and fish and 
loves nature and bird wat- 
ching. 
Campus Calendar Is a daily listing of campus events 
(meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a ser 
vice to readers. Unless otherwise noted, the events are free 
and open to the public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar 
forms are available at the News office, 106 University Hall, 
372 2003. There is no charge for submitting events to this 
section 
THURSDAY 
Meetings 
VA visit 10 a.m. 4 p.m.. 320 Student Services Bldg. Ed 
Chatfos, VA specialist, will be available to speak to those In 
the program. 
Mortar Board deadline 5 p.m., 425 Student Services Bldg. 
Deadline lor submitting nominations. 
Lectures and Classes 
Sexual Values Clarification" mini course 2:30 4:30 p.m., 
River Room, Union Sponsored by Personal Development and 
Life Planning Center For those who signed up. 
Latin American folk dancing 4:30 6:30 p.m., 105 North Gym 
AKS Karate Class -6-9:30 p.m.. St. Thomas More, 425 Thur 
stin. Sponsored by Office of Continuing Education. Fee $30 
for beginning and intermediate, $35 for advanced course. 
Charis Community Old Testament survey class 7 p.m., 103 
Business Administration Bldg. 
Leadership training class 7 9 p.m.. Alumni  Room, Union 
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ. 
Entertainment 
Print sale  10 a.m. 5 p.m., Browsing Room, Union 
Faculty Swim  11:30 am. 1230 p.m., Natatorium Admission 
35 cents 
Poet-in residence speaker -1 p.m.. Faculty Lounge, Union 
Robert Fox to discuss Ohio's artists in-residence program. 
• Die  Deutschtunde   (German  Lesson)"  film 6  p.m.,  200 
Moseley Hall 
The Seven Year  Itch" campus film  7:30 p.m., 210 Math 
Science Bldg. 
Poetry and fiction reading 7:30 p.m.. Ill South Hall  Robert 
Fox, poet in residence for the Ohio Arts Council, will read. 
"Luv" theater production -8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theatre 
Admission 50 cents. 
Student swim -8:30 10 p.m., Natatorium Admission 25 cents. 
UAO Coffeehouse  9 p.m.. Carnation Room, Union Catherine 
David to perform Admission 50 cents. 
The  Twelve  Chairs"  campus  film 9:30 p.m.,  210 Math 
Science Bldg. 
Monty's Beauty Salon 
TIMING 
HI I -\( MING 
PERMANENTS 
MANICURES 
We Carry 
Redken Products 
Located in the Mini Mall 190 S. Main 
Call for Appointment: 352-7658 
Classifieds 
LOST* FOUND 
Missing: A gray ft, navy down 
vest last seen at the N.E. 
Commons beer blast on Jan. 
13. If found please call 2-2840. 
Reward offered.  
Light brn. key case with 4 keys 
lost at Sal's, basketball game. 
372 5733.  
LOST Book with file cards in 
plastic bag. "Languageby Ear 
& Eye." Please take to South 
Hall, Speech Office.  
SERVICESOFFEREO 
Pregnancy    Aid    ft,    Under- 
standing.   EMPA.   Emotional 
Material Pregnancy Aid. 352 
9393 8,352 1488. 
FOX'S DEN 
PRESENTS 
LOCO WEED 
THURS., FRI., SAT. 
9-2 
NO COVER 
—MUST BE 21  
LOCATED AT 
STADIUM PLAZA 
Discontinue and Irregular 
Latch Hook Rug Patterns 
- 50% off - 
with Complete Purchase 
of Rug Yarn. 
Latch Hook Regular $2.00 
NOW $1.25 
With Rug Purchase! 
-Good  through   Jan.   21- 
Bowling  Green   &  Great  Eastern 
109  S.   Main Woodville  Rd. 
352-3148 
The Music        Machine 
Professional Sound Systems. 
All  Sorts of  Parties & Party 
Services 352-2900.  
Sound Systems. Don't have a 
party create an event. We will 
tailor the sound to fit your 
needs. Check us out! Cal I John- 
3528221. 
PERSONALS 
Betsy. Thanks for everything 
you've done. We couldn't have 
asked for a better Pledge 
Trainer! Love, AGO Fall 
Pledge Claw.  
CONGRATS TO LINDA 
SHAFFER ON BEING 
SELECTED FOR WHO'S 
WHO.     LOVE,    YOUR     KD 
SISTERS.  
DELTS: The day has arrived, 
for the first set of games, it's 
basketball against the ZBT's. 
Let's put them to shame! Good 
luck, Love LIT Sisses. 
Any organizations that still 
want a booth at Mardl Gras 
may come to the meeting on 
Jan. 18, Wed., from 7 8 p.m., in 
the White Dogwood Suite on 
the 3rd. floor. Union. 
Chris. Happy ski trip ft, Happy 
Anniversary. Love, Pattl. 
Sig Eps Saturday's coming we 
all know, we're off to Mt. 
Brighton to play In tht snow. 
Ready to ski ft, party with you. 
We're psyched, hope you are 
too. The Goktenhtarts.  
Fraternity & Sorority mem- 
bers who would like their black 
ft, white group picture, can 
order it from The Key. Special 
price if  ordered in quantity. 
Call 372 0086. __ 
It may be cold outside, but 
things will "warm-up" tonight 
at  the  SAE  House with  the 
Alpha Zi's!  
IT'S A GARY WRIGHT 
STARCASTLE WEEKEND! 
WFAL THE        CAMPUS 
STATION! 680AM.  
Party-Marty,     Happy     21st. 
Reedy. 
Rush Sigma    Phi    Epsilon 
Tonight   at   7:30Come   Meet 
The Brothers ft, F Ind Out What 
Sig Ep is ALL About.  
Congratulations Polly ft, Mart 
on your SAE Alpha Phi pin- 
ning-The Brothers of SAE. 
Girls. Get Psyched For Lll' Sis 
Rush at PI Kappa Alpha 
House;  January 18th, 19th, ft. 
25th.  
Julie. It's finally here! Hope 
your 21st birthday is un- 
forgettable.   KD   Love,   Your 
Big.  
Help wanted in the WFAL 
Music Dept. No experience 
needed Apply 413 South Hall. 
KAPPA SIGMA RUSH 
TONIGHT 8:00 COME MEET 
THE BROTHERHOOD 
Congratulations to Tammy ft, 
Fred on their Alpha XI SAE 
lavalierlngl Love, The Sisters. 
Cindy ft. Steve-Congrats on 
your Alpha Xi Beta 
engagement.    Best   of   Luck- 
Love, The Alpha Xl's.  
Alpha Xl's wish to 
congratulate Pat & Greg on 
their Alpha XI SAE pinning. 
Best wishes, The Sisters 
Thanks to the Phi Delts for a 
fantastic tea. Love. The Sisters 
of Phi Mu.  
Come meet the Brothers of Phi 
Delta Theta, Open Rush Party 
Tonight, Refreshments served 
7?. 
Phi Mu's are psyched for the 
Pike Tea, Friday.  
Get ready!!— The D.G. Winter 
Date Party is iust around the 
corner!!—Jan. 21. 
Congratulations Bill Yavorsky 
for being inducted into ODK ft, 
Mike Linton for making Who's 
Who.     Great    Job,    Guys. 
Y.l.T.B,  
"Bad" Brothers of Sigma Chi 
Pink caddies with whitewalls 
pull up on the driveway, to pick 
up each "Xevler Hollander." 
She's mlghry fine with curves 
divine ft, deserves a "star" on 
your calendar. "Cut rates" on 
Friday! We're set! The Alpha 
Phi's.  
Congratulations to the "Phi- 
Fall Pledges". Way to do 
things right. Activation Is lust 
around the corner Good luck 
as Neophytes. Love. The Alpha 
Phi Actives. 
BEER BLAST TONIGHT. 
January 19th, at N.E. Com- 
mons. Sponsored by Phi Kappa 
Psi. Start the weekend right. 
WANTED  
1 M. rmmte. for Wtr. ft, Spr. 
Qtrs. $80 mo. inc. utll. 372 5964. 
1 M. rmmte. to share apt. 353- 
6382.  
1 F. rmmte. Spr. Otr. $85 mo. 
includ.    utll.   Very   close   to 
campus. 352 6048.  
1 F. rmmte. needed Immed. or 
for Spr. Qtr. to share Ig. apt. 
All exp  less than $100 mo. 352 
5704.  
1 F. to sublet Spr. Otr. Pref. 
Grad stud. 352 3235.  
F. rmmte. needed for Spr. Otr. 
Apt.   very   close  to  campus. 
W.30 mo. 352-8952.  
1 F. rmmte. Wtr. & Spr. Qtrs. 
S75-mo. 352-3416.  
1 F. rmmta. Spr. Otr. Total 
rent, $145,6th St. Call 352-4725. 
Male needs room near campus 
for rest of Wtr. ft, Spr. Qtrs. 
Immediately. 372 3371.  
HELP WANTED  
Individ, to perform custodial 
duties after 9 p.m. Approx  7 
hrs. a week, $2.65 hr. Also 
avail, to shovel snow before 9 
a.m. Apply in person. H ft, R 
Block. 241 5. Main.  
Plsanello's Pizza. 203 N. Main, 
has openings for full or pt. time 
drivers In our cars. Apply after 
4 p.m. 
PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE 
now accepting applications tor 
pt. time positions. Apply in 
person between 2 5 p.m. 1544 
E. Wooster. 
FOR SALE 
Fender   Twin   Reverb   Amp. 
Used. $375.3522-8459.  
Nikon  F 2 camera a lenses. 
372 3386.  
2 microphones ft stand, am 
pliphier mixer combination in 
cxcell.cond. 372 1635.  
'76 Camaro 350 VS. 21.000 ml.. 
AM FM,  air, radials a vinyl 
top. 352 1879. 
FOR RENT  
F. grad now teaching would 
like to share completely turn, 
house in'Toledo. $110 mo. Pets 
OK. Call Toledo, 385 0522. 
2 F. rmmtes. needed to sub 
lease an apt. Spr. Qtr 352-8737. 
Near campus. 
2 Males needed to sublet  in 
house near campus. 372-0028. 
Campus Manor now Renting 
for summer.  A-C.  most utll. 
paid.  Special  Rates   Ph. 352 
9302 or 352 7365 eves. 
Mid Am Manor now leasing for 
summer & fall.  Call 352 4380 
between 2 6 for an appt 
Avail. Feb. 1st 1 bedroom apt. 
nicely  furnished a carpeted. 
Just 2 blocks from campus a 
downtown BG. si70 mo.  incl. 
all utilities except electricity. 
352 1782 after 5 p.m. for sure, 
or try late morning afternoon. 
Lg. 1 bedrm. Washer & Dryer. 
Pets OK. $180 mo. Avail. Feb. 
1.352 5676 after 5.  
Rockledge Manor. Furn. apt. 2 
bedrms. & 2 full bathrms. Call 
352 3841 after 2:00. 
2 bedrm. apt. 352-8333 till 5:30. 
352 235*after 6:00. 
Initial test 
will tell for 
tracksters 
By BUI Paul 
Staff Reporter 
Women's indoor track Coach Dave Williams will know a lot 
more about his team after Saturday's Ohio State Invitational. 
"It definitely will be a big test for us," Williams admitted. 
"I think we are in for a great season, but right now we really 
don't know how well we'll do since we aren't sure what the 
overall competition will be like." 
However, on thing Williams does know is that it won't be 
easy. With national powers entered in the 11-team field, a 
fourth-place finish may be the best the Falcons can hope for. 
"IF WE CAN finish in the top four I'll be satisfied," 
Williams said. "Because we don't have an indoor track of 
our own we usually start out slow. It takes a while to catch up 
with the teams that are ahead of us in training." 
Other entries in the invitational include Delaware State, 
Eastern Michigan, Indiana State, Kent State, Western 
Kentucky, Pittsburgh, Michigan and host Ohio State. "I 
would be surprised if any of these schools don't have their 
own track," Williams said. 
The Falcons should be particularly strong in the short 
distance and relay events with freshmen Janie Guilford, 
from Toledo Rogers, and Kermetta Folmar from I.orain 
Admiral Kind 
"They were the two best high school sprinters in the state," 
Williams said. Folmer will be leading off for the Falcons in 
the 880 medley. She will be followed by Linda Roberts, Deb 
Wernert and Janie Guilford. Williams predicts a high finish 
and a school record in the event. 
"OUTSIDE A DISASTER like a puUed muscle or a dropped 
baton, I would be shocked if we don't place," he said. 
The shot put should be a strong event for the Falcons, 
Williams said. Pam Koeth, who had an outdoor put of a 42'2" 
last year, is expected to qualify for the nationals. 
"You need 40*11" to qualify and every one of her puts this 
week has surpassed that," Williams said. Also participating 
in the event for the Falcons will be Kathy Hodkey, who has 
consistently hit the 37-foot mark all week. 
The strength of Penn State will hurt Bowling Green in the 
1,500-meter race. Jody Crupps and Mary Sue Rush "should 
do well," according to Williams, but they will be facing 
Kathy Mills of Penn State in that event. Mills placed first in 
the nationals last year. 
The 800 meters will be run by Gail Billet and Becky Dob- 
son. Both girls were members of the Falcon's two-mile relay 
team that finished 12th in the nationals last year. 
BOWLING GREEN could finish in the top three in the 1600 
meter relay with Gail Billet, Becky Dodson, Deb Rosmek and 
Deb Wernert. 
"We get faster as we go through the lineup," said Williams. 
"I really think this is another event in which we could qualify 
for the nationals." A team must turn in a time of 4:02.7 to 
qualify and Williams expects a time under 4:00 before the 
season is through. 
"We have a good mixture of talent," Williams said. "We 
are basically a young team, but we have experience 
sprinkled in. We are really building for the outdoor season, 
but this meet will give us an idea of how far we have to go." 
The coach likes the idea of an invitational rather than a 
dual meet because the opposition is diversified. 
"In an invitational the girls are faced with a wider variety 
of competition," Williams said, "and I think that is what we 
are looking for." 
A strong 11-team lineup composed of some of the finest 
track and field specialist in the country should provide 
Williams with the test he's looking for. 
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Possible pro candidate 
Miller .School or the pros? 
PRO PROSPECT-Mark Miller, who owns Bowling 
Green's passing record books, should be selected in the 
annual professional football draft in May. Miller, who 
recently was awarded a $1500 Postgraduate 
Scholarship from the NCAA, may eventually have to 
choose between the pros and grad school. 
Football fields are isolated these days, but once again, the 
familiar name of Mark Miller is coming up. 
The National Football league draft just four months away 
and the Bowling Green standout is reportedly on the list of 
most professional owners, scouts and coaches. 
Miller most recently played in the Canadian-American 
Bowl in Tampa, Fla., on Jan. 8, gaining the MVP award by 
throwing for more than 200 yards while playing only about 
one half. 
DESPITE COMING from a Mid-American Conference 
(MAC) school, Miller does have a fair chance to make it in 
the pro ranks. The reasons are simple? 
-Healthy quarterbacks are in high demand. 
-Even if you graduated from Poe Ditch Tech, some pro 
scout will find you if you're good enough to be found. (These) 
scouts can hide in such places as Pemberville). 
-He has enough height (6-2). 
-He has a strong arm. 
-He is mobile. 
-He is intelligent. 
TWO YEARS AGO' Toledo's Gene Swick was drafted in the 
iourth round by the Cleveland Browns, but never really got a 
fair trial. He was sliced late in the summer and didn't have 
too much of a chance to prove his worth elsewhere. 
Swick leads almost all MAC career statistics. Miller 
stands second in most league records. But Miller will 
probably get a much better look than Swick did. 
Terry 
Goodman 
The unbeaten 
Men swimmers 
face tough foe 
By Dan Firestone 
Staff Reporter 
The Bowling Green men swimmers will face two tough 
opponents this weekend when they travel to Notre Dame 
tomorrow and Northern Illinois Saturday. 
"These are the toughest two back-to-back duel meets this 
year," according to Coach Tom Stubbs. 
Jeff Wolf, undefeated this season, will have plenty of 
competition from Notre Dame's strong freestyle team. 
The Falcons, 2-0, will also need a good performance from 
diver Kurt Seibenick. 
"Notre Dame has a good diver, But Siebenick may have a 
slight edge," Stubbs said. 
The Falcons handled the Irish last year, 7M3, but this 
year's match-up looks to be much closer. 
Against Northern Illinois, Bowling Green will be looking to 
revenge last year's loss to the Huskies. 
"It will be another close meet and a first and second in the 
diving would really help," Stubbs said. 
Freshman breaststroker Steve Swanson has quit the team 
for "personal reasons." according to Stubbs. 
Bill Heinemann and John McQue will compete in the 
breaststroke events. Stubbs said. 
"This time of the year it is hard for swimmers, with hard 
workouts and the cold weather," said Stubbs, referring to 
some of the swimmers suffering from colds. 
So the Falcons have been working a little easier in practice 
and trying to save their energy for this weekend's important 
meets. 
Records fall in 
women's victory 
Two school records were set by Bowling Green's women's 
swim team on its way to a 77-54 triumph over Oakland 
University Tuesday night. 
The Falcons remained undefeated with a 5-0 record. 
Leslie Hueman was the first record-setter with a .54.7 in the 
100 meter freestyle. Hueman also won the 50 meter freestyle. 
Cathy Bujorian's 1:57.0 in the 200 meter freestyle was also 
a school record. 
Hueman and Bujorian also teamed up with Holly Oberlin 
.IIKII.IT Wallington to win the final 200 meter freestyle relay. 
Oakland's Liz Hatf ield scored the bulk of her team's points 
winning three individual events and helping her 200 meter 
medlay team win the first race. 
' • Sue Friedman also won both diving for Oakland. 
The Falcons also got victories from backstrokers Parkie 
Thompson and Nancy Hinders and sophomore Jami Segrist 
won the 50 meter butterfly. 
The Falcons travel to Miami Jan. 28. before coming home 
to host Ohio State Feb. 3. 
The reason, again, in simple. While covering the Browns' 
training camp in the summer of '76, a former Cleveland 
assistant coach said matter-of-factly, "He(Swick) is not 
strong enough in upper body strength andhis height hinders 
him, too." 
Swick is only two inches shorter than Miller, but that can 
mean a difference when throwing over the like of Ed (Too) 
Tall) Jones and the others of his size. 
Meanwhile, Miller appears stronger and throws with more 
zip than the former Rockets ace did. 
NOW WITH ALL of this in mind, Mark Miller MAY NOT 
give pro football a shot. A winner of a $1,500 Postgraduate 
Scholarship from the NCAA for fTis academic and athletic 
achievements, Miller might be lured to immediately con- 
tinue his education and pursue a graduate degree in hor- 
ticulture at either Michigan State or Minnesota. 
He carries a 3.32 accumulative grade average here, which 
isn't too shabby, either. 
On and off the field, Miller is a first-class individual, 
certainly one of the most interesting Bowling Green athletes 
that this writer has been associated with during my four 
years here. 
His work for the Fellowship of Christian Athletes has been 
extensive, serving both the president and vice-president 
posts. 
Surely, any route Mark Miller takes-pro football, further 
education, or anything else-will undoubtably involve a great 
deal of hard work. 
From this writer and probably many other University 
neighbors that have had the pleasure of knowing Mark 
Miller, best of luck. 
Sam adds vet 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland Browns Coach Sam 
Rutigliano named veteran high school and college coach 
John Petercuskie Tuesday as his fifth assistant on the 
National Football League club. 
Rutigliano said that Petercuskie. with 27 years 
coaching experience, will direct specialty teams for the 
Browns. 
Petercuskie has been defensive coordinator at 
Princeton for the past five seasons. Prior to that he was 
on the Boston College and Dartsmouth coaching staffs. 
In his first month as Browns coach, Rutigliano has 
also hired Jim Garrett, Dick McPherson and Chuck 
Weber and retained Rod Humenuik. 
New leader in AA poll 
Sports Roundup 
Evansville gets $7,000 
By The Associated Press 
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP)- The Univesity of Evansville 
received nearly $7,000 for its Basketball Memorial Fund in 
donations received during the school's holiday tournament 
Dec. 29-30, the university reported Wednesday. 
The fund was established early this month to set up a 
permanent memorial for the Aces' basketball team, Coach 
Bobby Watson and 14 others who died in a Dec. 13 plane 
crash. 
Gate receipts from the tournament, which included 
Southern Illinois as a replacement for Evansville, along with 
Mercer University, the University of New Orleans and 
Murray State, will not go into the Memorial Fund but will be 
used for university athletic expenses. 
Evert reigns again 
NEW YORK (AP)- Tennis queen Chris Evert, the 23-year- 
old millionaire, has been named top performer in her sport 
for the third consecutive year by Sport Magazine-the only 
woman so honored by the monthly publication. 
i'^aHaecr zsaastcr :t3Baaaax. ^aaaac. 
Earlier, the magazine announced that Kareem Abdul- 
Jabbar of the Los Angeles Lakers of the National Basketball 
Association was selected as the top performer of 1977. 
Other winners included: Carols Zarate, boxing; Mario 
Andretti, auto racing; Pele. soccer; Tom Watson, golf; Earl 
Campbell, college football; Steve Cauthen. horse racing; 
Marques Johnson, college basketball; Guy I-afleur, hockey; 
and Walter Payton. pro football. 
Vilas is injured 
NEW YORK l API- Argentine tennis star Guillermo Vilas 
will be out of action for the next few weeks with a deep tendon 
injury, as associate said Wednesday. 
Vilas injured his left ankle in a match against Jimmy 
Connors last week in the Grand Prix Masters in New York. 
He won the match, but defaulted the next day, only to come 
hack and play in the semi-finals, aggravating the injury 
while losing to Bjorn Borg. 
Vilas was examined yesterday by an othopedist, who said 
he should not play with the injury. 
Coffeehouse Presents 
folksinger 
Catherine David 
Thurs. Jan. 19 
Fri.     Jan. 20 
9 p.m. - midnight 
50c admission 
free coffee and tea 
in the Carnation Room 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)- Warsaw River View is the lone 
new face among The Associated Press' Ohio high school 
boys' basketball leaders this week. 
River View, rolling along with nine consecutive victories, 
took advantage of previous Class AA frontrunner Columbus 
Mifflin's loss to Columbus East last week. 
The Coschocton County power leaped from third to first, 
moving around No. 2-ranked DelphosSt. John (10-1) with 225 
points to 204 for the Blue Jays. Mifflin (8-2) fell to third with 
181 points. 
AKRON CENTRAL-HOWER (11-0) in Class AAA and 
Mansfield St. Peter's (12-0) in Class A were well in front in 
the weekly balloting by a statewide panel of sports writers 
and broadcasters. 
Central-Hower escaped (3-7) Akron Buchtel, 53-51, but still 
piled up 275 points, 56 more than runnerup Kettering Alter 
(11-1) and 57 in front of No. 3 Columbus East. 
St. Peter's posting imprssive runaways over Strasburg and 
AAA Mansfield rival Madison, ran up 272 points to 234 for 
Gnadenhutten Indian Valley South, second again among 
small schools. 
Only three new schools, one in each division, was able to 
slip into the Top Tens. 
DEFIANCE, UNBEATEN in 10 games, took over No. 10 in 
AAA, Coshocton (10-2) is now Ohio's 10th-ranked AA power 
and Old Washington Buckeye Trail, a first-year Guernsey 
County consolidation, moved up to 10th in A. 
In AAA, Cincinnati St. Xavier, with the best record of 13-0 
among the state's big schools, remained in fourth place. 
Canton Timken was fifth, Cleveland St. Ignatius sixth. East 
Cleveland Shaw seventh, Toledo Scott eighth, Dayton Roth 
ninth and newcomer Defiance No. 10. 
In AA, Elyria Catholic moved one rung to fourth, followed 
by   New   Lebanon  Dixie,   Wellsville,   Cleveland   Latin, 
Wheelersburg, Millersburg West Holmes and Coshocton. 
Coshocton was the lone newcomer in the Top Ten. 
In A, Morral Ridgcdale. Kalida and Hamler Patrick Henry 
held onto third, fourth and fifth while Clarksville Clinton 
Massie went from eighth to sixth.  Windham was seventh. 
Columbus Ready eighth, Richmond Dale Southeastern ninth 
and new face Old Washington Buckeye Trail 10th. 
CLASS AAA 
1. Akron Central Hower, 11-0,275 points. 
2. Kettering Alter, 11-1,219. 
3. Columbus East, 9-0,218. 
4. Cincinnati St. Xavier, 13-0,170. 
5. Canton Timken, 7-0,136. 
6. Cleveland St. Ignatius, 11-0,127. 
7. East Cleveland Shaw, 11-0,105. 
8. ToledoScott,6-l,89. 
9. Dayton Roth, 8-1,47. 
10. Defiance, 10-0,40. 
CLASS AA 
1. Warsaw River View, 9-0,225 points. 
2. Delphos St. John. 10-1,204. 
3. Columbus Mifflin. 8-2,181. 
4. Elyria Catholic, 10-1,166. 
5. New Lebanon Dixie, 9-0,118. 
6. Wellsville, 8-2,115. 
7. Cleveland Latin, 8-3,114. 
8. Wheelerburg.9-1.96. 
9. Millersburg West Holmes, 8-1,56. 
10. Coshocton, 10-2,33. 
CLASS A 
1. MansfieldSt. Peter's. 12-0.272points. 
2. Gnadenhutten Indian Valley South, 11-0,234. 
3. Morral Ridgedale. 8-0,177. 
4. Kalida. 130.145. 
5. Hamler Patrick Henry, 10-0,125. 
6. Clarksville Clinton Massie. 10-0.112. 
7. Windham. 11-0, 111. 
8. Columbus Ready, 9-1,99. 
9. Richmond Dale Southeastern, 9-1,55. 
10. Old Washington Buckeye Trail, 10-0,39. 
KAUFMAN'S 
Banquet Facilities 
Catering Service 
Buffet Fri, and Sat, 
Open 6 days a Week 
163 S. Main 
^r 
AT HOWARD JOHNSON'S 
PRESENTS 
Michael Peslikis 
at the piano 
Thurs.-Sat.  9-1 thru Jan. 28 
•come »ee-come hear-come party- 
Everything is not enough 
By Bob Renney 
Assistant Sports Editor 
You've probably heard it a thousand times before: "If you 
try hard enough, you can do anything you want." 
Don't believe it. It's not always true. 
The Bowling Green bastketball team played its best game 
of the season, but still came out on the short end of an 84-79 
decision to Detroit at Anderson Arena last night. 
The Falcons scrapped, fought and hustled, but couldn't 
quite compensate for the talent-laden Titans. 
"WE PROBABLY came as close tonight to playing as good 
as we can" coach John Wcinert said. "Talent-wise, they have 
more than Marquette. Alabama and Indiana." 
Entering the game with the nation's seventh best margin- 
of-victory average <20.6|. the Titans appeared as if they 
would better it with5:55 remaining in the first half. 
Trailing. 34-17. the Falcons got moving on three Mitch 
Kopystynsky buckets and a Dan Shumaker free throw to cut 
the margin to eight. 
The Titans countered with four quick points, but BO rallied 
to make it 46-36 at the intermission. 
Obviously motivated and at an emotional pinnacle, the 
Falconscame out fighting cutting the gap to 58-56 with 12:40 
remaining on a variety of George Marshall junipers. 
THE TEAMS TRADED buckets for the next three minutes 
before BG found what appeared as the insurmountable task 
to be just that. 
The Titans lead inflated to 15 points. 84-69 with just two 
minutes remaining, and despite 10 unanswered Falcon 
points, the upset bid was not meant to be. 
•I was reallv pleased with the kids, they really gave it all 
they had." Weinert praised 1 had ;i long talk with them 
ycsteni;i> about them not giving 100 percent, but I think 
every kid out there did the best he could." 
"I was really pleased with the play of Rosie Barnes, 
George Marshall and Mitch Kopystynsky." 
The sudden rash of injuries that have hindered the Falcons 
may have been the proverbial "blessing in disguise" because 
it enabled the trio to see considerable action. 
THEY RESPONDED well, with Marshall scoring 24 points 
122 in the second half). Kopystynsky 12 and Barnes 10, to lead 
BG in scoring. Joe Faine was the only other Falcon in double 
figures with 10. 
"I was determined to come back after my performance 
■gainst Northern Illinois Monday," Marshall said. "A 
remark was made that our front line stunk, so I came out 
with a lot of determination and intensity." 
Barnes, a frequent fixture on the BG bench earlier this 
season has now put together two fine games. Along with a 
steady floor and defensive game, he has led the Falcons in 
rebounding the last two outings, collecting seven each time. 
I don't care where I play just as long as I play," Barnes 
said. "My confidence and game have improved with more 
playing time." 
Both teams were red-hot from the field with Detroit hitting 
31 of 60 for 52 percent and BG 34 of 68 for 49 percent. 
The Falcons, who won the battle of the boards 42-34, lost the 
game at the line. Detroit made good on 22 of 31 charity shots 
conparedtoBG'sllofn. 
HOOP NOTES: The BG women evened their record at 2-2 
with a 73-50 victory over visiting Defiance last night. 
Bobbie Little led the ladybirds with 16 points, followed by 
Charissa Urbano (IS), Jenny Gill and Sue Telljohann 12 each. 
The Falcons hit 36 of 80 action shots for 45 percent, while 
Defiance managed just 23 of 68 for 33 percent. 
DETROIT John Long 11 8 30. Kevin KasetaOOO. Terry Tyler 
7 2 16, Terry Duerod 9 0 18, Wilberi McCormick 3 0 6, Jell 
Whitlow 0 2 2. David NilesO 2 2, Kevin Smith0 4 4. Bill/Harris 0 0 
0, Turono Anderson I 46 Totals: 31 22 84. 
BOWLING GREEN    Em:er Shurclds 2 0 4. George Marshall 
11 2 24. Mike Hueonor 2 2 6. Joe Faine 5 0 10. Duane Gray 3 0 6, 
Rosic Barnes 4 ? 10. Mitch Kopystynsky 6 0 12, Dan Shumaker 15 
.'   GrcuK.impeOOO. Totals: 34 11 79. 
Halltime Score    Detroit 46. Bowling Green 36. A- 2.625. 
TO THE IIIMIP-I'alccni guard Duane Gray tries to get around a Detroit defender during last night's 
action. 
■ The Hit IlWI Sports 
Pages Thursday. January 19,1978 
Ralston a victim 
Pro owners a rare bunch 
Newsphotos by Larry Kayser 
CLOSELY COVERED-Bowling Greens Dan Shumaker forces up a shot 
though bring double teamed by Titans. 
Hot ciuo team 
travels to Miami 
Bowling Green's club hockey will bring a 
three game winning streak into its two-game 
series at rival Miami this weekend. 
"This is the biggest weekend of the year 
coming up for us." Coach Shawn Walsh said. 
"They really get fired up for us down there. 
We're expecting packed houses on both 
nights." 
The Falcons, now 8-4 on the season, 
defeated the Paddock Polls Saints, last year's 
Junior vm division champs, by a 5-4 score 
last Wednesday. 
Goaltender Mark Mazur kicked out 49 
Saints shots in that victory. Offensively the 
Falcons were paced by Steve Douglas (two 
goals and an assistl and Tim Alexander (two 
assists). 
Bowling Green swept two games from the 
University of Pittsburgh by scores of 11-5, 4-2 
at the icehouse this past weekend. 
In Friday's 11-5 decision over the Panthers, 
the line of Bill Stetson, Jim Brown and Glen 
Petit connected for six Bowling Green goals. 
On Saturday Dave Phiel scored twice and 
his roommate, Robbie Williams collected two 
assists to pace the Falcons to a 4-2 win. Dan 
Brown and Ted Dolan rounded out the BG 
scoring with one goal each. 
The series versus Miami will be a bit of a 
Bowling Green hockey reunion. Steve Cady, 
now serving as coach of the 10-4 Redskins, 
piloted the BG club team two year ago, 
Miami's present Rink Director, Jack Vivian 
is a former coach for the Falcon's varsity 
hockey team. 
Hall of famer Rodden dies 
NEW ORLEANS - To 
understand better the ab- 
normal nature of those who 
own football teams, you 
examine the case of John 
Ralston, who, for the most 
part, put together the 
Denver forces landing, in- 
credibly, as in the Super 
Bowl. 
With a record of 9-5, 
Ralston was fired at the end 
of last season. A wholly 
competent coach, for a long 
time, no one would hire him, 
mainly on the ground that If 
he wasn't good enough for 
Denver, he wasn't good 
enough for the next team. 
Well, along comes a rookie 
coach named Monte Clark 
(just named to lead the 
Detroit lions), who walks off 
the job at San Francisco. 
Because he tells a club to 
shove it, a big market opens 
for Clark, an unproven 
coach, while Ralston, a 
proven coach, can't get 
arrested because he got 
fired. 
There is no accounting for 
the whims of football 
owners, one of whom un- 
coupled a coach who won 
five divisions in a row but 
wasn't exciting enough. 
WHEN   OTTO  GRAHAM 
was coaching at Washington, 
he once remarked, "I'd 
rather lose 34-33 than win 3- 
0." 
This was admirable 
philosophy, except that 
Graham was soon out of 
work. He lost 34-33 once too 
often. 
The owner of Dallas 
embraces an outlook not 
conventional in pro football. 
He has employed but one 
coach, Tom Landry, whose 
18 years 'n the same location 
repulses other owners. 
Melvin 
Durslag 
you know, the coach is 
demanding a bigger part of 
the gross product. 
This kind of socialism 
must be headed off. 
BUT LANDRY IS loyal to 
Dallas, meaning he doesn't 
ask as much as he's worth, 
and, with his other skills, this 
makes him appealing to the 
ownership. 
Right now, Denver will tell 
you that Red Miller is a 
princely fellow to have 
around, considering that he 
has (a) taken the team to the 
Super Bowl while (b) 
working for modest wages. 
Red has another ex- 
traordinary feature. He 
chooses to detach himself 
totally from the ad- 
ministrative side of the club, 
wishing only to coach the 
teams. 
"I don't know how much 
any player earns on this 
club," he says. "I don't deal 
in any contracts, and that's 
the way I want it." 
A coach's place, explains 
Miller, is on the field. 
KINGSTON,     Ontario    following a lengthy illness. 
(AP)- Mike Rodden, the 
first person to be elected to 
both the Canadian football 
league and hocky halls of 
fame, died early yesterday 
He was 87. 
Rodden, a former sports 
editor of the Kingston Whig- 
Standard and old Toronto 
Globe,   excelled   in   every 
athletic field in which he 
competed, coached or 
refereed. 
He was elected to the 
Hockey Hall of Fame in 1982 
and to the Candian Football 
Hall of Fame in 1964. 
They tell you that a coach 
who has been around more 
than three or four years 
builds up a dangerous 
machine, like the late Mayor 
Daley, and, the next thing 
BECAUSE     OF     THIS 
philosophy, and because he 
has landed in the Super 
Bowl, a dramatic tran- 
sformation is taking place in 
the minds of the owners. 
The Lombardis, the 
Aliens, the Shulas, the 
Gillmans - even Monte 
Clark, the novice-have 
demanded, and received, 
complete control, pointing 
out this is the only way a 
coach can work successfully. 
And along comes Red 
Miller, who knows from 
nothing, except on the field, 
and who doesn't want to 
expand his authority, and he 
hits a winner. 
Do you know what the 
owners will do next   They'll 
go out and hire coaches for 
the field only, explaining 
wisely that if you give a man 
too many responsibilities, he 
can't concentrate on 
coaching. 
And then a guy who 
prescribes deviled egg 
sandwiches will get to the 
Super Bowl-and the whole 
damned league will be eating 
deviled egg sandwiches. 
MILLER IS LESS than 
your standard field leader. 
A coach for almost 30 years, 
of which 17 were spent as a 
pro assistant at several 
stations, he contends that his 
greatest teacher in football - 
the stylist he emulates most- 
is the man who needs no 
introduction, the one and 
only Joe Keller. 
And who is Joe Keller^ 
He was Red's boss at 
Carthage College in Car- 
thage, 111. He was, that is, 
until Carthage College 
moved to Kenosha. 
"Is Joe Keller coming to 
the Super Bowl?" Red was 
asked. 
"Naa. He doesn't get out 
of Kenosha very often." 
But if Miller learns from 
strange gurus, he develops 
strange types at quar- 
terback, too. He has won a 
conference championship 
with Craig Morton, written 
• off as deceased long ago in 
the National League. 
IT IS HARD to understand 
why others gave up on 
Morton. All he did was 
develop problems in cocktail 
lounges, in matrimony, in 
finance and on the field. 
He is the only quarterback 
ever to go into the Super 
Bowl without, it is charged, 
having paid income taxes for 
three years. Internal 
Revenue has sacked him, 
slapping on a lien for $34,000 
But, Morton has made up 
for these problems by 
separating a shoulder, 
dislocating an elbow, in- 
juring a hip and breaking a 
finger on his throwing hand, 
which does the same for a 
quarterback as it would a 
Heifetz trying to play piz- 
zicato. 
Now remarried, Craig has 
tried religion, assuring us all 
there is still time. 
Some guys begin in life 
with religion - and then go to 
the bottle, showing that 
everyone does it his own 
way. 
But in view of Morton's 
success this season, the next 
move of the football owners 
is inevitable. Tapping their 
skulls knowingly, they will 
look for quarterbacks who 
have found God. 
Falcons ranked 
6th in both polls 
Bowling Green's torrid hockey team, winnersof 16 of its 
last 19 games, is ranked sixth in both national polls this week. 
The Falcons stayed the same in the WMPL survey, con- 
ducted out of Houghton, Mich., while they moved up into a 
sixth-place tie in the NCAA mill 
The WMPL is the tightest of the polls, with three teams tied 
for first place. Boston University, Denver and Wisconsin all 
have 89 points, followed by Michigan Tech (68), Minnesota 
(53), the Falcons (SO), Clarkson (35). Boston College (32), 
Cornell (12) and Michigan and Brown tied for 10th (6). 
THE NCAA HOCKEY edition, released today, has Boston 
University alone at the top, followed closely by Denver and 
Wisconsin. Michigan Tech is fourth again, Clarkson is fifth 
and the Falcons and Minnesota are knotted at sixth. 
Rounding out the top 10 in that poll are Boston College, Brown 
and Michigan and Northern Michigan tied for the last spot. 
BG, 16-5 on the season, has been ranked as high as fifth in 
the WMPL this season, while sixth is currently its best 
standing in the NCAA. 
Next Tuesday, the Falcons will host Notre Dame, who 
upset number-one-ranked Denver, 5-3, last weekend. The 
Irish are only 6-13-1 on the season, so their upset dropped 
Denver into the first-place tie in the WMPL picks and into 
second place in the NCAA. 
CCHA standings 
TEAM 
FALCONS 
Northern Mich. 
Western Mich. 
Lake Superior 
St. IAUIS 
Ohio State 
W-L-T PTS GF 
7-1-0 14 44 
4-5-1 9 36 
4-7-1 9 55 
4-1-0 8 37 
4-4-0 8 34 
4-6-0 8 34 
OVERALLRECORDS 
GA 
21 
44 
54 
43 
33 
45 
Bowling Green 16-5, Northern Michigan 15-6-1, Western 
Michigan 11-12-1, Lake Superior 15-7, St. Louis 14-9-1, Ohio 
State 11-11-1. 
GAMES THIS WEEKEND 
Bowling Green at St. Louis, Friday at 7:30 p.m. (CST) and 
Sunday at 2 p.m. (CST); Lake Superior at Northern Michigan 
and Western Michigan at Ohio State.  □BOOOOOflOOPBBHHBBBCMOQBB8Bfl"nPnn'11 «vtnnnnQgBQDgaoB6aDB6BOBBODDP"nnBBBaBOBOoeoaBeOBOBaaBHBBBBaaHaBBaaa 
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